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ABSTRACT 

Iran is one of the most seismic countries which are completely in seismic belt. It is confirmed with 

earthquake events which occurred in various points of Iran. Recent earthquakes which are not few, in 

addition to making bad memories for people, made people sensitive to their resident places as well as 

historical places and inevitably prompted to seek prevention methods. On the other hand, historical places 

are considered as seismic-intolerant textures. After frequent advertisements, this issue worried the people 

residing in historical – not deteriorated – textures. This worry is sometimes so serious that residents 

destroy their houses illegally and out of sight of cultural heritage organization and with their low financial 

power, construct virtually modern houses with low quality. This matter has been another problem in more 

destruction of historical textures. By evaluation of capabilities hidden in historical textures; this paper 

attempts to illustrate the capability of historical textures in resisting against earthquake and consequently, 

increase the awareness of people and officials in protecting them. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Problem Statement 

Studies show that geographically, 1% of the country is at very high level of risk, 8% in high level and 7% 

at relatively high, 31% at moderate level, 22% at relatively low and 11% at low level of seismic risk. This 

is while in each decade, by growth of urbanism, ten thousand is added to deaths. Boein Zahra, 10000 

people, 1962, Tabas, 18000 people, 1978, Roudbar, 30000 people, 1990, Bam, 34000 people, 2003 

(Mohammad, 2010). 

Therefore, it can be claimed that no point in Iran is immune of earthquake. In this regard, buildings and 

historical textures of cities which are inherited from our ancestors must be protected against natural 

disasters especially earthquake so that they can be given to future generations. 

In this way and based on public belief that buildings are cannot resist against earthquake, actions must be 

taken for improving resistance against earthquake which may lead to loss of originality and quality of the 

valuable heritage, while all the times, our architects were aware of vulnerability of Iran to earthquake and 

applied appropriate measures to control it. Presence of thousands of historical items having more than 

hundreds of years of lifetime confirms this fact. 

It must be kept in mind that in most cases, issue of preventing danger becomes a trick for destruction of 

textures. For example, it is said that brick buildings cannot resist against earthquake and an appropriate 

alternative must be selected for them. In fact, these buildings are considered as invalid and invaluable and 

this issue is emphasized in building regulations. Consequently, such buildings which have appropriate 

resistance against difficult conditions in warm zones are gradually destroyed by slogan of strengthening 

and renewal of historical textures and modern buildings take their place. Though the main factor of 

destruction is announced to be earthquake, current strategy of renewal of old textures leads to removal of 

historical textures’ buildings. 

Effect of western regulations on Iran engineering and non-intellectual imitation of them added to the 

emphasis of officials and public belief in lack of resistance of such buildings and traditional structures; 
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while western countries after various studies and surveys, came to a conclusion exactly contrary to this 

and by acknowledging earth architecture, introduce its benefits and advantages and utilize it increasingly. 

This is while our country with such a great deal of these heritages, emphasizes on negating them and in 

this way, for the sake of strengthening buildings and historical textures, impose non-recoverable damages 

to these valuable heritages. Study of buildings damages from earthquake in recent earthquakes of Iran, 

illustrates the hidden capabilities of such buildings and historical textures and apart from other factors, 

low elevation is the best advantage of our historical textures. Most of these damages reduce compared to 

higher buildings. 

On the other hand, in seismic investigation of historical textures, only one building is analyzed and those 

at the vicinity of that texture are ignored. This is while historical textures are often integrated and must be 

considered as a unit. 

Importance and Necessity 

Due to today’s consequences which increasingly threaten buildings and historical textures, in addition, as 

a result of geological issue and environmental considerations compatible with historical textures, more 

attention of officials and people as utilizers and main protectors of textures seem necessary and this 

makes finding solutions for immunization of buildings against natural and unnatural disasters. In this 

regard, using sustainable architecture and design besides investigation of geological issues can be 

important and effective. 

Goals 

The purpose of each scientific research is to find realities, shortcomings and limitations and illustrating 

them with providing scientific solutions which can be presented as a suggestion and hypothesis. The most 

important goals of present work are as follows: 

1. Understanding Kermanshah from earthquake and geology’s point of view 

2. Effect of geo conditions of historical textures of Bistoon 

Literature Review 

New form of current buildings which is proportional to human’s needs, is not only due to different design, 

but also as a result of execution form and type of masonries used in buildings.  

Today, human has entered a new era of life and therefore, act more sensitively to most of the issues. New 

vision of human to environment and besides, protecting historical buildings is the consequence of such 

new vision. In this regard, utilization of indigenous masonries can be a great step which helps persistence 

and sustainability of buildings.  

However, one of the shortcomings which directly or indirectly threaten today’s generation is negligence 

of potentials of utilization of indigenous masonries or in other words, incompatibility and inconformity of 

architecture with that region (Mehrali, 2012).  

Human survival and environment depends on keeping balance and persistence of life which demands 

acceptance of responsibility and role in protecting indigenous resources and having aware and thoughtful 

performance in adjusting relationship with natural environment (Sedigh, 2011). 

Questions and Hypotheses 

3. It seems that there is a relationship between urban and old texture of Kermanshah as a result of 

earthquake. 

4. It seems that the most vulnerability of the old texture occurred in northern and central parts of 

Kermanshah city. 

5. How is the behavior of buildings and historical textures and how much they can be considered 

resistance against earthquake? 

6. Does using sustainable masonries lead to higher quality of architecture of historical textures? 

Research Methodology 

In this paper, using descriptive – analytical methods, we investigate the various aspects of earthquake and 

their effects on historical texture of TaghBostan and then, considering sustainability issues are important. 

Method of collecting data is based on library, field survey and library studies. 
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Research Category 

Historical zone of TaghBostan is in the skirt of a mountain with the same name along with a fountain in 

northeastern part of Kermanshah. In this zone, some traces of Ardeshir II scriptures and two stone porches 

named big and small can be seen. Small porch is in the left of scripture and big porch is in the left of the 

scripture. 

 

 
Figure 1: Region of TaghBostan and a view of big and small porch (Fars news agency) 

 

Theoretical Basics 

Sustainable Architecture 

Sustainable architecture means providing solutions in body, environmental, climatic, social and cultural 

fields so that it can prevent issues such as destruction of natural resources, destruction of ecosystems, 

environmental pollutions, increase in inequality and lower life quality and balance of people (Sofalei, 

2004). As Tadao Ando says: I construct buildings which can be tolerated in nature. In other words, 

sustainable architecture provides buildings which can be tolerated in environment and also keeps the 

identity and conformity of reality to imagination during past, now and future (Panahi, 2007). 

Principles of Sustainable Architecture 

To achieve sustainable development, following strategies and principles must be respected: 

1. Utilization and stabilization of using renewable energies 

2. Optimization of resources usage and minimization of natural resources usage proportional to a level 

below their natural growth rate. 

3. Minimization of wastes and pollutions which can be absorbed in local or global scale and capacity. 

4. Supplying human and society’s basic needs and making a healthy society for future generations 

Statics, Stability and Historical Buildings 

In the category of Iranian historical buildings, taking structural phenomena such as strength, hardness or 

stability as basic and deterministic criteria for design. From a traditional architecture point of view, 

although forces, stresses and damages of the structure are known, calculation of stresses is at the second 

priority. This is the performance of structural elements which follows overall form of the building as the 

form which is meaningless without a good performance. Each structural analysis or investigation of 

historical buildings are correct when partially, is along with overall analysis of building including 

geometric, natural and metaphysical specifications.  

Finding a historical building whose structural regulations and design are wrong according to modern 

engineering regulations is improbable. If a part of building seems to be defected, this must be attributed to 

misunderstanding of structural performance or inability of modern regulations in evaluation of the 

building behavior. Modern analysis of structures is establishing new design criteria. In historical buildings 

of Iran, design criteria are not strength, hardness and stability, but artful integration of art and science, 

ensured the complete performance of a building both structurally and architecturally noting that structure 

and architecture are the same. Iranian architect had a deep understanding of the nature of the work and 

masonries used in it. Stone is always treated as stone and brick as brick and each has its own structural 

position. 
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Criteria of Earthquake Resistance 

Such criteria are investigated in building and texture scale and due to placement of studied category in 

texture, we investigate strength criteria in texture scale. In investigation of the behavior of textures and 

urban zones, two strategies must be taken into account. During earthquake, improvement of strength 

using textures and reducing deaths and after earthquake, rescue and assistance. Considering the following 

notes are important: 

Density: Historical textures, as a result of horizontal extension and having relatively large pieces, have 

low density. This issue reduces the deaths in the intended region compared to new urban textures. 

Urban open spaces: Despite of density in historical textures, in special places such as market sides and 

city entrance gates, we observe open spaces called Lard. Moreover, in districts, there are openings. These 

open spaces besides dense textures, provide the opportunity for assistance and rescue and temporary 

residence of injured people. 

Communication network: Communication network, in addition to providing an escape from dangerous 

situations and facilitation of assistance, provide the required opportunity for various rescue operations 

(Mohammad, 2010). Paths networks connect all of the buildings to the main path like vessels within the 

dense historical texture. 

Wide and direct paths: Network of pass ways include main paths which are wide and direct and in a time, 

covered the plan of pathways widening as well as paths branched out from main paths. Due to relatively 

low height of the walls and having awning, these narrow pathways have a relatively high resistance 

against earthquake. 

Low confinement: Limited number of floors in historical textures is the main advantage of them over 

modern urban textures. In addition to above advantage, limited number of floors reduces the confinement 

of pathways and this plays an important role in reducing seismic hazards. 

Various options of access: Although historical buildings have narrow and long access ways which makes 

the escape in the case of earthquake possible. Usually, other ways such as access to neighbor buildings or 

connection through roofs are available. 

Integration: In historical textures, one of the most important factors in resisting against earthquake is 

integration of grains. In this way, this texture will be like a unit in which each grain leans to neighbor 

grains as a support whereby distribution and movement of forces will be performed well. 

Organic texture: Historical textures with organic and integrated context resists against earthquake like a 

puzzle whose parts are embedded in each other. 

Conformity with the height of adjacent buildings: Nearly all of the buildings of historical texture have 

the same and compatible height. This matter not only prevents damage of the buildings, but also facilities 

the support of them. 

Awnings: as stated earlier, awnings as an urban elements, contribute to integration of texture grains and 

prevent fall of walls on passengers. 

Study of Geological Issue and Vulnerability of TaghBostan Region 

Performing applied geological studies have mainly regional aspect and evaluate the plan extent from 

natural disasters point of view. The purpose of this section is to investigate the seismic hazards in 

TaghBostan region located in northern Zagros in Bistoon – Kermanshah zone, according to latest data 

available for seismicity of the region up to 2000 km radius, by determination of parameters corresponding 

to seismicity of quake source with probabilistic and deterministic strategies so that its results can be used 

by building strengthening experts as the basis of structure strengthening. These studies are performed in 

1:20000 scale in 20 km
2
 area. 

Applied Geological Studies (Seismotectonic and Earthquake in 1:20000 scale) 

To investigate the quake features and its probable effect in the studied region, study of TaghBostan region 

must be studied in detail, since it is possible that historically, quakes have occurred in the radius of 

several kilometers and its reoccurrence is probable and lead to movement of unstable slopes and damage 

to the inscription. For this purpose, in Kermanshah region, active faults up to 150 km apart from 

TaghBostan were studied. Results revealed that occurrence of frequent earthquakes in the regions 
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illustrates frequent discharge but low level seismic energies and this issue is considered suitable compared 

to 0.18 quake with 0.64 probability in the region. Luckily, least movement acceleration is estimated in 50 

years which is considered low level danger. 

 

 
Figure 2: Map of applied geology in studied region in 1:20000 scale (Kermanshah cultural heritage 

organization) 

 

 
Figure 3: Tectonic map of the studied region in1:20000 scale (Kermanshah cultural heritage 

organization) 
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Microstructure Studies (1:500 scale) 

Microstructure studies were designed and implemented for recognition and analysis of fracture and 

microstructure trends. To recognize the exact category and determination of removal paths on basic maps, 

studied extent was mehsed up with 100×100 cells and therefore, morphology of each cell and pathways 

were determined. By studies and field observations, it was discovered that TaghBostan heights are 

affected by many systems of fracture and in some points, fault plates are observable and measurable. 

Formation of drift faults in Bistoon – TaghBasotan region is the main factor contributing to formation of 

limestone masses in these regions and also makes appropriate paths for movement of underground waters. 

Presence of tens of fountains in elevations confirms this fact. Limestone elevations in the region of 

TaghBostan are affected by such fault making tensions and experienced many fractures. Based on field 

studies performed in this region, three fractures systems can be recognized. One of them is of more 

importance and significance. The general conditions of fracture plates in this region is 65/250 and fall of 

stones in line with fractures of this system led to formation of present shape of TaghBostan. According to 

measurements, significant fractures in top of bigger Tagh have such direction and investigation of top 

surface confirms this fact. This issue has been illustrated in microstructure map. This direction controls 

the movement of ground waters and can lead to gradual deterioration of stones. 

Fracture of other systems has secondary role since their extension is far from arches and a lot of them 

which are close to arches are smaller compared to joints of system 1. 

 
Figure 4: Map of fractures and microstructures in studied region, 1:500 scale (Kermanshah 

cultural heritage) 

 

About probable effects of tectonic systems on inscriptions and Shabdiz body, it must be said that inside 

arches and on inscriptions, there is no fault and fault as the main cause of damage and movement of 

stones is not present in either walls or roofs. Regarding fracture, although refilling of fractures for the 

sake of reparation prevents us from exact investigation of surfaces, according to generalizations, it seems 

that this problem is not seen in arches and on inscriptions. Therefore, the destructive effect of fracture is 

far from valuable figures. However, some joints on arches are seen as a part of mountain stones. These 

joints are thin surfaces extending from surface up to deep of the earth. Joints are continually fusing with a 

mixture of lime cement but water excretion is due to presence of voids among them. For Shabdiz, the 

obvious defect is not tectonic fractures but it is stylolite since in the back of Shabdiz, zigzag traces of 

stylolite can be seen. Stylolite extension forms the horizontal joints of big arch. Based on study of the 

wall in the back of the Shabdiz, horizontal fractures are not same as roof joints and are considered 

stylolite which has a 40º slope toward south. This slope is a relatively stale slope for top layers and 

imposes a negligible risk of movement. 
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Geophysical Studies (1:500 scale) 

Geophysical studies in TaghBostan region consider cavities, joints and fractures contributing to leakages 

and water conveyance channel and according to topography, morphology and geology governing the 

project environment and benefits and limitations of various methods, select two methods of geo-radar and 

geo-electric. The aim of geo-radar studies is to represent conditions of underground conditions of the 

region including channels position, probable cavities and depth of bed stones, estimation of the depth of 

available fractures in stone walls and underground excavations in surrounding elevations to find cavities 

and the origin of fountains surrounding the arches. For this purpose, 20 profiles were designed in studied 

region and data collection was performed through channels is done via special antennas. Overall length of 

studied profiles is 684m and all distance scanned by radar is 1314m. These collections include 7 profiles 

in building territory, 3 profiles in walls rock near to arches and 7 profiles in western and eastern 

elevations. Results are provided as geological sections along with profiles, joints sections and fractures 

inside walls, as well as map of abnormalities and depth of bed rocks in the TaghBostan territory. 

In geo-electric studies, the goal is to recognize the tectonic structures in depth, specifically fractures 

making TaghBostan fountains, investigation of drainage of the fountains and the status of feed waters of 

fountains. For this purpose, 3 profiles were designed in studied region and data collection was performed 

along with them using Schlumberger and dipole – dipole method. In western part of the TaghBostan 

fountain, two profiles using dipole – dipole method and in eastern part, a profile was collected using 

Schlumberger method. Investigations and combination of above methods yielded the following results: 

1. Determination of the shape and position of channels at the bottom of arches and drawing map of depth 

of bed rocks 

Conclusion 

Historical buildings are vital for making a sense of cultural identity and survival of society. Therefore, it 

is logical that their protection be in priority. Historical buildings are formed, grown and developed in an 

evolutionary process and are still alive, have life qualities and will remain alive until life – whether 

naturally or artificially – flows within them. Otherwise, they will become lifeless like a mummy and must 

be given to history. If such viewpoint becomes a belief in professional and in theorists’ minds, public 

belief will be so that today’s generation is responsible for protecting them for various reasons such as 

protecting life of buildings not their bodies. Experience gained in various earthquakes showed that 

buildings constructed by masonries which are appropriately repaired and maintained, even without 

strengthening, they will tolerate earthquake with least damages and in some cases without any damage. 

Therefore, exaggeration in reconstruction of historical buildings or doing nothing for encountering 

earthquake must be given up. All interventions except probable strengthening of foundations leads to 

damages to cultural values of such buildings. Obviously, the best action is at least intervening in order to 

gain an acceptable risk level. According to studies, in case of TaghBostan, there were features resulted 

from underground waters and fractures as well as fall of stones as the most important geological threats 

for this historical buildings. Threat potential is low for other cases; i.e. earthquake and landslide. 
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